OptixEQ Looks at the 2017 Breeders’ Cup Sprint (G1)

INTRO
The fastest sprinters in the world line up for a shot at the $1.5 million purse of the Breeders’ Cup Sprint (G1), a 6furlong dash on Del Mar’s main track. Can defending champ #2 DREFONG repeat in front-running fashion or is
there enough heat to his outside to make him vulnerable?
OptixPLOT
Before we look at this interesting field, let’s take a look at the OptixPLOT as well as the QuadSTATS for this race,
since it’s extremely important to understand the race shape as well as where the winners typically come from on this
track. (Note that the “Standard PLOT” and the “Surface/Distance PLOT” are very similar, so we’ll just show the
“Surface/Distance PLOT” here.)

!
As you can see, the OptixPLOT is very interpretable, projecting a race-flow that should make for a reliably run
race.
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QUADSTATS
Before we analyze the OptixPLOT and all of the horses, let’s look at the QuadSTATS, so we can see which
Quadrants produce the strongest contenders. Here are the QuadSTATS for “Surface/Distance”—and you can
quickly see that “Q1” produces by far the most winners—with “Q1” squares accounting for a strong 27.2% of the
winners at today’s “Surface/Distance.”

!
Because of this info, we should really be focusing our attention on those “Q1” runners, especially since there doesn’t
appear to be a ridiculously fast pace on tap (as per the “Contention” and “SpeedRate” on the OptixPLOT), despite
these being the fastest sprinters in the world. In fact, the “Contention” rating is just “Warm,” while the
“SpeedRate” is only “30,” suggesting that the anticipated pace definitely favors forwardly placed runners.

!

OptixGRID
Now let’s look at the field with the OptixGRID sorted to just show races from the last 90 days, since we really want
to gauge how each horse is coming into this race. For your own analysis, please view the entire OptixGRID, so you
can see the complete past-performances of every horse in the race (and be sure to click on the “i” icon for the
“Extended Notes” comments). For the purposes of this analysis, however, let’s just look at each horse’s most recent
race.
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#1 CALCULATOR (20/1) ran well in the Pat O’Brien (G2) at Del Mar, making a nice MOVE after a slow start
(SLOG), but if you dig deeper into this guy’s complete OptixGRID, you’ll see that his best work has come at
distances beyond 6.5-furlongs, and that’s because he’s an off-the-pace runner who is often off slowly and needs that
extra ground. He’s also a small square in “Q4,” so even if the pace is hot and the race falls apart, there are a few
others who have shown a stronger closing kick than he has. He seems up against it against these.
#2 DREFONG (5/2) is your defending champ, whose only two defeats came because of awkward starts, including a
debacle two back in the Bing Crosby (G1), when he ducked into the gap and dumped Mike Smith. As you can see in
the OptixGRID, however, he put that effort behind him and responded with a sharp victory in the Forego (G1) at
Saratoga, where he set the pace under mild pressure before drawing off to win comfortably. He sits nicely in “Q1” as
a square, so he fits the winning profile, but there is one thing to think about while taking a short price: he broke from
the 2-hole at Del Mar when he ducked in and dumped Mike Smith—and with a slow Calculator in the one-hole, will
this guy shoot for the gap again while having to break from the inside? He’ll also face a little bit of heat from #7
TAKAFUL and #10 IMPERIAL HINT, meaning that he’ll really have to earn it today. That said, you know Baffert
will have him at peak performance level.
#3 AMERICAN PASTIME (12/1) ran a decent second in the Gallant Bob (G3) against fellow 3-year-olds at Parx,
but note that he earned a REGRESS? note from that race after a HARD effort. His “Q2” positioning in this field is
less than optimal, so he’s hard to support based on the negative notes and the anticipated race shape.
#4 B SQUARED (30/1) earned a “B” OptixNOTES grade in the state-bred restricted California Flag, running 6.5furlongs down the hill at Santa Anita—but he also got a TACTIC(+) comment, suggesting that his jock made all of
the right moves that day. The waters get much deeper today, and his OptixPLOT position as a giant circle makes
him a rank outsider in here.
#5 WHITMORE (15/1) won his prep at Keeneland, capturing the Phoenix (G2) with a WIDE journey and earning a
“B” effort. It was a nice race, suggesting that this sprinter—who won a bunch of Grade Threes last year, is creeping
toward a peak effort—but will he get the right set-up in here? Both he and #6 MIND YOUR BISCUITS are the two
best finishers in the race, according to their big squares on OptixPLOT, but the “30” “SpeedRate” doesn’t really
suggest that this race will set things up for a closer.
#6 MIND YOUR BISCUITS (6/1) is right there with #5 WHITMORE when it comes to the best finishers in this
race, but unlike WHITMORE, who did what he was supposed to do in his prep, this runner failed to fire when losing
badly to DREFONG in the Forego (G1) over the summer and hasn’t been seen since. He has fired fresh in the past,
but it’s also quite possible that after his awesome run of races, where he earned several “B+” performance grades in
a row (including a trip to Dubai, where he won the Group One Dubai Golden Shaheen), he’s just not the same horse.
#7 TAKAFUL (5/1) sits nicely up in “Q1,” above the “par line,” which means his early pace is very strong and that
he can make things very difficult for #2 DREFONG, who will have to go hard from the inside. I’m not crazy about
the fact that he’s a circle in “Q1,” while both #2 DREFONG and #10 IMPERIAL HINT are squares, nor do I like the
fact that he earned a HARD note off his last win, capturing the Vosburgh (G1)—but I do like his early pace, and that
GRIT comment from his last race tells me that he will try hard all the way to the wire.
#8 ROY H (7/2) has developed into quite the sprinter this year, winning four of five—with his only defeat coming
in the Bing Crosby (G1) when a riderless DREFONG messed up the running of the race. He went from getting a
rough trip in that race to getting a PERFECT trip when capturing the Santa Anita Sprint Championship (G1), the
local prep for this event. He’s also rattled off several “B+” performances lately, suggesting that this 5-year-old
gelding always shows up for work. He should get a good stalking trip as a square in “Q1,” sitting just off the three
forwardly placed runners, which means he’ll get first jump on the closers.
#9 RANSOM THE MOON (12/1) has reinvented himself as a grinding sprinter who was the beneficiary of a wild
race when DREFONG got loose and interrupted the race flow of the Bing Crosby (G1) two back, which allowed this
guy to get a great rail-skimming run into the lane to beat ROY H (who was seriously hampered by the loose horse).
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He earned a B+ effort in that race, so it’s a bit disconcerting that he could only manage a C+ in his tune-up for this
event, where ROY H easily turned the tables on him. He’s in a decent position on the OptixPLOT, since squares
who sit in the very middle of the OptixPLOT often do very well no matter what the distance, but he will have to
pass ROY H, then catch the frontrunners, and then fend off the hard-charging closers.
#10 IMPERIAL HINT (9/2) earned an “A-” in his tune-up for this, and that’s high praise since OptixNOTES does
not give out “A” grades lightly. His previous few races were also very good, earning “B+” grades while capturing a
few Grade Threes back East. The waters get much deeper today for this guy, who is based at Parx, since he’ll now
have to take his sharp sprint game to the West Coast, but that “A-” prep, coupled with his terrific positioning on the
OptixPLOT as a decent-sized square in “Q1,” means he’s a major contender. He should also get a great stalking
trip, since he has a ton of early speed but doesn’t need the lead to win (since he was able to relax and sit in the
POCKET two back before finishing strongly, according to OptixNOTES).
CONCLUSION
If you’re playing sequential races, you’ll want to use the “Q1” runners, but based on the morning-lines, you should
give an extra push to #10 IMPERIAL HINT, since he’s third choice behind #2 DREFONG and #8 ROY H—
especially since he looks so good on OptixPLOT and has the OptixNOTES grades to back that up. (NOTE: Be
sure to view OptixWORKS before finalizing your decisions.)

